
 

SOCIAL MEDIA BASICS: Vocabulary List 
53 Social Media terms you need to know 
 

 
General Web: 
 
1.  Viral:  Anything shared across social networks that get passed along rapidly. 
YouTube videos are a great example. 
  
2.  Platform:  A system that manages content. For instance, Wordpress is a 
platform that manages a community of blogs. 
  
3.  Authenticity:  Used to describe "real" people behind blog posts and other social 
profiles. 
  
4. Influence : An individual's importance online is now measured by the Klout 
Score , a measurement of online influence. 
  
5.  B2B : Business to Business.  
  
6.  B2C : Business to Consumer. 
  
7. Hashtag:  a word or string of characters that starts with a number sign. 
Identical hashtags are then grouped into a search thread. 
  
8.  Search Engine Optimization (SEO):  The process of organizing your website to 
give it the best chance of appearing near the top of search engine rankings. 
  
9.  Transparency : Social media users expect to engage in considerate online 
conversations with individuals and businesses. We all aspire to be transparent, 
but are we? 
  
10.  Web 2.0 : Refers to the second generation of the Web which means people 
now blog and create websites without needing specialized technical knowledge 
and training. 
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11. Synergy:  Dare we simply say teamwork  between companies online? Could be 
in the form of a partnership between two entities to improve social reach for 
both. 
  
12. Trending:  A word, phrase or topic that is popular on Twitter at a given 
moment. 
  
13. e-Book:  A book published in digital form. 
  
14.  Wiki : Simple web pages that can be edited by other users. 
  
15.  Blog : A site updated frequently by an individual or group to record opinions 
or information. 
  
16.  User-Generated-Content (UGC): An article describes UGC as being Latin for 
“crap”  which is, quite frankly, well-put. UGC is anything published online by the 
Average Joe. 
  
17. Microblogging:  Short message postings from a social media account. 
Facebook statuses  and Twitter posts are two examples. 
  
18. Algorithm:  An "algo" is a system that suggests pages to search engines in 
response to a search query. 
  
19. Widget:  A widget is a small, attractive applications on a website such as a hit 
counter. Gizmos can make good link bait. Speaking of link bait... 
  
20. Link bait:  Designed to attract incoming links. News and widget hooks are 
good examples. 
  
21. Meme:  A means of taking viral concepts and making them everyday lingo. 
Check out " Know Your Meme." www.knowyourmeme.com/meme 
  
22. Engage:  If you are communicating to other social media users, you are 
engaging. 
  
23. Traffic: Traffic, traffic, traffic . This refers to the visitors that visit a website 
and it's all we talk about these days. A bit of advice: You must decide if traffic to 
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your site is really that important to your organization, or if engaging with a loyal 
customer matters more. 
  
24. Tag : Indicates or labels what content is about. 
  
25. Blog:  an online journal where people post about their experiences. 
  
26. Opinion:  a personal belief or judgment. Beware of your own opinion when 
posting for a brand/organization. 
  
27. Socialization: the adoption of the behavior of the surrounding culture ie: 
Such sites enable self-expression, conversation, and socialization. 
  
28. Chat : communicating in real-time through computers or smartphones, by 
writing messages back-and-forth, this is communication involving two or more 
people. 
  
29. Chat room :  an area within a website where ‘chats’ happen. 
  
30. Messaging/instant messaging/IM : this is like chatting, but is on-line 
communication, generally only between two people and sometimes this is not 
done in real-time. 
  
31. URL  : this stands for Unique Resource Locator; it is the technical term for a 
web address like  http://www.helpstpauls.com 
  
32. Viral/to go viral  : anything that is shared in social networks (Facebook, 
Twitter, YouTube, etc.) and gets passed along to many people very rapidly it viral, 
to go viral is verb to talk about this happening, for example: This Transparent 
Language blog post has gone viral! 
  
33. Wiki  : a web page, or group of pages, that can be edited or changed by a group 
of people, a web page with many contributors who are not paid for their 
contributions. 
  
Blog related: 
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34. Blog : a personal or professional website which is updated on a regular basis 
with an individual’s or company’s thoughts/ideas/opinions and/or educational 
information ( You are reading a blog right now! ) 
  
35. Blogosphere : the entire world of blogs on-line and the conversations or 
information sharing taking place within the blogs. 
  
36. Comments  :  most blogs allow readers to add their own thoughts or opinions, 
by leaving comments; this is a way of giving feedback to the writer of the blog. 
  
37. Subscribe : this is like becoming a fan or a member of a blog; subscribing 
allows a person to be notified when new blog posts are written, it is the on-line 
equivalent of signing up for a magazine. 
  

Facebook: 
  
38. Facebook Page: Pages are for organizations, businesses, celebrities, and 
bands to broadcast information in an official, public manner to people who 
choose to connect with them. Similar to profiles, Pages can be enhanced with 
applications that help the entity communicate and engage with their audiences, 
and capture new audiences virally through friend recommendations, News Feed 
stories, Facebook events, and beyond. 
  
39. Facebook Profile: Profiles are for individuals and are not recommended for 
businesses. Facebook reserves the right to remove your profile if you’re using it 
for business purposes. Similar to Pages, Profiles can be enhanced with 
applications that help the you communicate and engage with friends and 
businesses that you “Like.” 
  
40. Facebook Username: Though Usernames are not the same as your name or 
Page name, they are typically variations on your name. For example, someone 
named Jane Doe might choose "jane.doe" for her username so her friends can 
visit her profile by going to www.facebook.com/jane.doe. 
  
41. ‘like’ : this is exactly what it says, if you ‘like’ something on Facebook, by 
clicking the ‘like’ button, it means you like it; you can ‘unlike’ something you 
have previously liked, but you cannot ‘dislike’ on Facebook. When you click 
“Like” on a Page, in an advertisement, or on content off of Facebook, you are 
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making a connection. The connection will be displayed in your profile and on 
your Wall and your friends may receive a News Feed story about the connection. 
You may be displayed on the Page you connected to, in advertisements about 
that Page, or in social plugins next to the content you like. The Page may also 
post content into your News Feed or send you messages. 
  
42. news feed : on Facebook this is the center column of a person’s home page; it 
is constantly updating with new stories and information, pictures, and events 
from friends. The News Feed is a list of updates on your own Facebook Profile 
home page. The News Feed will show updates about those people who are in your 
friend’s list, organizations that you like, as well as advertisements. 
  
43. tag : this is the action of attaching a person’s name to a picture of them on 
Facebook; for example, someone might say to you “tag me in that photo on 
Facebook”, by this they mean ‘add my name to that picture so other people can 
see this picture of me on Facebook.’ 
  

Twitter: 
  
44. hashtag : Explained above in #7. On Twitter, hashtags are a word or group of 
words that starts with  number sign (#) and is used to group together similar 
ideas and topics; for example #firstworldproblems. 
  
45. trending : a word, phrase or topic that is popular on Twitter at any given 
moment. 
  
46. tweet : a message sent on Twitter. 
  
47. Retweet or RT: when you share the tweet of one user with all of your Twitter 
followers. If you happen to follow a Twitter news feed and they post a link to a 
story that you feel should be shared, you can "retweet" it. If you see a quote/ post 
that you like, you can also retweet it. For instance, if I (michaeladavies) tweeted, 
"Twitter Tips - How To Tweet in 140 Characters or Less http://ow.ly/5ntl" you 
could retweet that as: "RT @michaeladavies: Twitter Tips - How To Tweet in 140 
Characters or Less http://ow.ly/5ntl. 
  
48. @:  The @ symbol is a way of referring to another Twitter user. For example, 
@michaeladavies means you're either sending a message to me or you're talking 
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about me in your message. On your Twitter home page, you'll see a linked search 
where you can find people mentioning your username with an @ before it. This 
is how you find other people's replies to your posts. 
  
49. DM : this is a direct message on Twitter. DM’s are private. Like an internal 
Twitter email. 
  
50. Follow: To follow someone on Twitter means to subscribe to their Tweets or 
updates on the site. 
  
51: Follower : While Facebook requires that all relationships be reciprocal, 
Twitter allows for one-way relationships. If you find Twitter users who are 
interesting, you can "follow them" to subscribe to their tweets. They do not 
necessarily have to follow you back, though the more social users will want to 
follow you back. 
  
52: Mention: Mentioning another user in your Tweet by including the @ sign 
followed directly by their username is called a "mention". Also refers to Tweets in 
which your username was included. 
  
53. Handle: A user's "Twitter handle" is the username they have selected and the 
accompanying URL, like so:  http://twitter.com/username. My handle is 
http://twitter.com/michaeladavies  
  
But most important of all, if you come across a term you don’t know, Google 
it.  
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